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Import xyz data as surfaces

Import as points Delaunay triangulationSingle NURBS surfaceGeometry from meshSurf-meshes from mesh
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e.g. create volume of soil under a rectangle

Create a volume of a topography part

Desired part Extrude surfaces to cut

Delete unwanted 

Topography (z scaled x50)

Detail of cuts Single NURBS Cheaper
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Input: mesh of unstructured triangles (TIN)
Difficult to connect this part with other surfaces to close a box
New tool: Geometry->Create->Geometry from mesh->Nodes to grid

(or triangles to grid)

TIN of a terrain vs RASTER

Mesh->Edit mesh:
Instead of 
geometry is 
possible to create 
mesh elements 
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Easier: create a single NURBS smooth surface, and calculate 
intersection surface-surface against the planes of the box

NURBS surface approximating points
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Overlapped damLevel curves

e.g. insert an open pit, a tunnel, a building,…

Insert a shape in irregular topography

‘RASTER’ surfaces from nodes Re-build regionLine’s higher-entities Final mesh
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• Files->Export->Nodes 2 raster
Calculate approximated z of raster cells based on nodes 

and export it as Arc/Info ASCII to exchange with GIS
• Files->Import->Raster GDAL…
Plug-in that use the GDAL library to parse a lot of raster 
image formats and create GiD geometry, mesh, or 
convert to Arc/Info ASCII, allowing subsample too big 
files.
• Raster object with Tcl scripting interface, to allow 

programing (allow map points on the object, resample, 
etc.)

Raster tools
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Files->Import-Topography…

It is possible to create GiD surfaces or mesh

Tool to get world topography (coarse, max 6.5 m)
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1-Get the tiles needed to cover the area
2- export a single resampled tile
Files->Export->Nodes to Raster…
(file saved as ARC/Info ASCII grid)

Join and resample the 2D grid
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GiD can read shapefile (.shp) 
spatial data format.

Shapefile is a Common GiS
format, developed by ESRI 
(Environmental Systems
Research Institute, Inc.), and 
used for example by
ARC/INFO®, PC ARC/INFO®, 
Spatial Database Engine™ 
(SDE™), ArcView® GIS, or
BusinessMAP™ software.

GID Shape import
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Plug-in to import raster files as geometry or mesh.
To read and write GIS digital terrain models from multiple 

formats (Arc/Info, tiff, and most image formats). 

GDAL import

Main news in GiDv11 - Preprocessing
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File Kml format (Google earth) of Campus nord UPC

Kml import Campus nord
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KML is a 'Google Earth' format 
• Implemented as an optional plugin
• Import as preprocess mesh (kml vectorial)
• Allow compressed .kmz format
• Transform from geodetic coordinates (to UTM or other)

KML mesh import

Mesh of a port imported from SMS Aquaveo through KML format
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KML is a 'Google Earth' format 
• Implemented as an optional plugin
• Export mesh kml vectorial or as screen images
• Write animations along the time as a collection of screen images
• Allow compressed .kmz format

KML results export

Animation of a river simulation of Iber imported in Google Earth
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User can define a relative and/or absolute chordal error 
criteria to be applied to the whole model when meshing

Assign chordal error to the model

Geometry (surface patches) Mesh

Local refinement inside the 
surface, following a chordal 
error criteria
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Collection of utilities on develop (inner use only)

Tool for buildings and terrain
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Input:
1-Collection of 2D polygons representing city buildings, with the 

building height codified somehow (e.g. polygon located at 
z=height)

2-(optional) 2D grid with values=z of terrain
Note: the polygons and 2D grid of terrain must be on the same coordinates system (e.g. UTM+zone+hemisphere)

If terrain is not provided it could be found based on geo-reference 
(latitude, longitude), or assume it planar with z=0

Case CFD body fitted: problem to solve

Output:
Volume representing a region of the air around the buildings
Mesh of the volume for FEM/other simulations, with boundary 
conditions.
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Input: STEP model ith volumes of buildings
Files->Import->STEP…

The volumes are extruded polygons

Test case: Munich
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We have defined as ‘standard case’ the input as a 
collection of 2D surfaces with z=building height

Tool: “Surfaces at height from volumes”
(this case has volumes, but are extrusions and could be automatically converted)

Transform to ‘standard case’
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This step allow simplify the ‘extrude volume’ algorithm, 
and create a more simple geometrical/mesh model

1- Average surfaces
Join surfaces that z-projected share a line, and use some 

averaged height (mean, max, area-weighted,…)
2- Remove holes
3- Manually fix some problems (surfaces inside a deleted 

hole->overlapped surfaces)
4- Create a volume body fitted, extruding surfaces with 

simple pattern (without neighbor surfaces, holes, …)

Tuned steps (to be automatized…)
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Coarse mesh (250.000 tetrahedra, 80.000 triangles, 63.000 nodes)

Volume model body fitted, z=0
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If Kratos Fluid 3D is loaded, boundary conditions are 
automatically applied

Kratos CFD simulation
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bounding box volume + building surfaces (generate mesh+ distance 
field from each box node to the surfaces)

Starting from ‘standard case’
1- Extrude surfaces (extrude lateral surfaces with building height and move to z terrain)

2- Create volume box (fitting only the terrain, not the buildings)

Case CFD embedded
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From 2D polygons create a rectangular surface holed with 
the polygons.

• Join surfaces sharing some line (triangles cannot be fitted in the middle)

• Remove holes of 2D polygons (to avoid become hole of hole)

• Create a planar surface holed with polygons
• Create an auxiliary mesh (triangle) and move nodes to z
• Convert the mesh to geometry (points, lines, surfaces)
• Classify parts in groups of possible interest
• If the problemtype Iber is loaded assign conditions

Surface body fitted
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Surface body fitted, Iber
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If topography is not provided, but maybe the names of 
some streets are known, finding in ‘Google maps’ it is 
possible to get the geographical coordinates latitude-
longitude of some point: Lat=48.144º Lon=11.546º

Then move the model to be in UTM planar projection (m)

Lon/Lat <->UTM converter
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Example of use of the tool: pre
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Example of use of the tool: post
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